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Laser-driven accelerators, in which particles are accelerated by
the electric field of a plasma wave (the wakefield) driven by an
intense laser, have demonstrated accelerating electric fields of
hundreds of GV m21 (refs 1–3). These fields are thousands of
times greater than those achievable in conventional radiofrequency accelerators, spurring interest in laser accelerators4,5
as compact next-generation sources of energetic electrons and
radiation. To date, however, acceleration distances have been
severely limited by the lack of a controllable method for extending the propagation distance of the focused laser pulse. The
ensuing short acceleration distance results in low-energy beams
with 100 per cent electron energy spread1–3, which limits potential applications. Here we demonstrate a laser accelerator that
produces electron beams with an energy spread of a few per cent,
low emittance and increased energy (more than 109 electrons
above 80 MeV). Our technique involves the use of a preformed
plasma density channel to guide a relativistically intense laser,
resulting in a longer propagation distance. The results open
the way for compact and tunable high-brightness sources of
electrons and radiation.
Previous laser driven plasma acceleration experiments have used
a single intense (1018–1019 W cm22) laser pulse propagating in the
plasma formed when the front edge of the pulse ionized the gas
plume emanating from a jet. The laser power was above the critical
power for self-focusing and the laser pulse length exceeded the
plasma period6. In this so-called self-modulated wakefield regime6,
some self-guiding of the laser pulse occurs owing to relativistic
modification of the plasma refractive index, but the laser pulse is
highly unstable7. Large plasma waves, or wakes, can be driven by the
radiation pressure of the intense laser, but the propagation length is
limited to little more than the diffraction or Rayleigh length, Z R
(refs 5, 8). The best results have hence been obtained by increasing
the laser spot size to increase Z R, requiring ever greater laser power,
but this approach has still been limited to distances of a few hundred
micrometres (ref. 8). Plasma electrons were trapped and accelerated
in the resulting high-amplitude plasma wave, and electron bunches
with 100% energy spread and an exponentially small fraction of
electrons at high energy were observed. For example, using a 32 TW

laser, bunches with more than 1010 electrons were produced but less
than 1% were above 60 MeV (ref. 2). The beam divergence was
typically greater than 50 mrad full-width at half maximum
(FWHM). Whereas these beams are useful for some users9,10,
many applications, including high-energy physics and radiation
sources, require monoenergetic beams (1% energy spread or less)
with at least 109 electrons11–15.
In the experiments reported here, a preformed plasma channel,
with a radially symmetric density profile that has a minimum on the
laser propagation axis, was used to guide the ultra-intense drive
laser pulse, circumventing the limits imposed by diffraction14. For
optimum acceleration, the accelerator length should be matched to
the dephasing length, which is the distance it takes the accelerated
electrons to outrun the plasma wave and slip into decelerating
phase15. At high densities, where the laser pulse length is longer than
the plasma wavelength, the laser can self-modulate, resulting in
large plasma waves that trap particles from the bulk plasma. In a
distance of the order of 2 mm, peak energy gain can be of the order
of a few hundred MeV (ref. 2). With controlled injection16,17, lower
densities could be used in the future. The dephasing length and
maximum energy increase as density decreases, so that accelerator
lengths of several cm and energies up to several GeV per stage are
then possible5. To reach high intensities with a typical 10 TW peak
power laser system operating at 800 nm, the laser pulse must be
focused to spot sizes near 8 mm, giving Z R < 200 mm and necessitating guiding over many Z R in order to reach the dephasing
condition and high energies. A parabolic transverse density
profile can be matched to guide a gaussian laser mode without
distortion in the low intensity limit, and guiding has been previously demonstrated18–21 over many Z R at input intensities below
2 £ 1017 W cm22. Such intensities are too low to trap and accelerate
electrons. Here we report the first guiding of a relativistically intense
laser (1019 W cm22 input intensity) over a distance of 10 Z R, and the
resultant production of high-quality electron beams. Much as in a
RF accelerator where cavities provide confinement and field shaping
for the RF power, the plasma channel guides the laser beam and
transversely shapes the plasma wakes.

The present experiments used the multi arm L’OASIS Ti:Sapphire
laser22,23, operating at a wavelength of 810 nm with chirped pulse
amplification24, to form a guiding channel18 using a variation of
the igniter-heater method19 and to drive the plasma wake (Fig. 1).
By adjusting the energy and the timing of the guide formation
pulses, the channel profile was matched to guide the drive pulse
without distortion over 10 Z R at input powers up to 4 TW
(7 £ 1018 W cm22 ). Guiding efficiency at 4 TW was 35%, a
reduction of 30% compared to the low-power case (0.5 TW),
suggesting that a significant amount of laser energy was depleted
by excitation of a plasma wave. No electrons were accelerated at 4 TW,
offering the possibility of using laser injection16,17 for the controlled
trapping of electrons in this plasma wave without ‘dark current’.
Electrons were trapped and accelerated using a 9 TW drive pulse,
and optimal performance was found in channels detuned slightly
from the low-power guiding condition, with 40% less rise in density
over the spot diameter than a matched channel19. The contribution
of relativistic self guiding present for the high-intensity pulse may
be responsible for these changes. At 9 TW the mode image showed
an intense output spot of 24 mm FWHM (Fig. 2b), slightly larger
than the input spot but much smaller than the unguided pulse
(Fig. 2d). Enlargement of the output spot compared to the input
and leakage outside the guide appeared as the input intensity was
increased well beyond the relativistic self focusing threshold, and are
due to the inability of the channel to perfectly control the spot size in
the presence of self guiding. Correlation of the mode imager and
interferometer measurements showed that an intense guided mode
was present only when the interferometer indicated that the laser was
well confined to the channel (Fig. 2a). The axial plasma density was
within 10% of 1.9 £ 1019 cm23 over the central 1.7 mm of the jet, and
the drive laser pulse was thus a factor of two longer than the linear
plasma period, that is, in the self-modulated regime6. This regime was
chosen to allow comparison to unchannelled experiments, and also
because the slower phase velocity of the wake at high plasma density
allows trapping of background plasma electrons, yielding highcharge electron beams without a separate injector.
As shown in Fig. 3, the channel-guided accelerator produced

Figure 1 In the channel-guided laser wakefield accelerator, the plasma channel was
formed in a supersonic hydrogen gas jet by two pulses fired 500 ps before the drive pulse.
The supersonic gas jet was 2.4 mm long at an atomic density of 4.5 £ 1019 cm23. A
cylindrical filament of plasma was ionized by an intense (60 fs, 15 mJ) igniter pulse,
collinear with the pulse that drives the plasma wave and focused at f/15 near the
downstream edge of the gas jet. The plasma was subsequently heated to tens of eV by
inverse bremsstrahlung, using a long (250 ps, 150 mJ) pulse incident from the side for
efficient heating. The resulting hot plasma filament on axis expanded outward, driving a
shock wave. This shock resulted in a density depletion on axis and a nearly parabolic
transverse density profile which was tuned by adjusting the timing and energies of the
beams. The plasma wave was driven by a 500 mJ pulse of 55 fs FWHM, focused at the
upstream edge of the channel to an 8.5 mm FWHM spot by an f/4 off axis parabola giving
an intensity of 1.1 £ 1019 W cm22. Propagation of the laser was monitored with a side
interferometer (using a 2q probe laser) and mode imager CCD. The electron beam
accelerated by the plasma wave was analysed using an integrating current transformer
(ICT), a phosphor screen, and a magnetic spectrometer (558 bend angle used for high
resolution at energy ,92 MeV, 58 for higher energies).

Figure 2 Laser propagation with and without channel. The plasma size after the
propagation of the drive pulse shows the radial extent of ionization, indicating the extent of
diffraction of the laser as it propagates through the plasma. The profile of the laser spot at
the exit of the plasma was viewed using a solid mirror inserted into the beamline and an
f /10 achromatic lens that imaged the laser spot directly onto a CCD (mode imager)
camera providing 10 mm resolution. In the channel-guided accelerator, the plasma (a)
was similar to the guiding channel indicating that the drive laser pulse was confined to the
channel. The laser mode at the channel exit is a well defined spot of 24 mm FWHM
containing 10% of the input energy (b). This indicates the effectiveness of the channel in
maintaining the drive beam intensity and mode over many diffraction lengths. The spot is
circular, confirming that the guiding channel is cylindrically symmetric. The reduction in
energy from the input spot is due to a combination of leakage from the channel and
depletion of the laser energy to excite the wake. When the channel was off, the
interferometer showed blow out of the drive pulse after a few hundred micrometres (c),
and the mode imager showed a diffuse transmitted spot (d).

high-charge electron beams with small energy spread at high energy,
a unique feature that has not been observed in previous laser plasma
acceleration experiments. To obtain the beam charge, the spectrometer phosphor screen has been calibrated against an integrating
current transformer (ICT) and against radionuclide activation
measurements9, both of which are consistent. For the data shown
in Fig. 3, the ^2% energy spread of the peak centred at 86 MeV is
essentially limited by the spectrometer resolution, so that the beam
may in fact have narrower energy spread. The divergence of the
bunch at 86 MeV was half that of the integrated beam observed on
the phosphor before the magnet, consistent with previous experiments that have shown that higher-energy electrons were more
collimated2. The bunch shows a contrast ratio greater than 10:1
above a broad distribution of charge extending on either side. Space
charge effects should be minimal for this relativistic beam, so
assuming ballistic propagation from a source the size of the laser
spot in the channel (8.5 mm at entrance, 24 mm at exit), an upper
limit for the emittance can be obtained. Femtosecond bunches have
hence been produced25 containing 2 £ 109 electrons with geometric
and normalized r.m.s. emittances e x below 0.05–0.01 p mm mrad
and below 1–2 p mm mrad r.m.s., respectively. The peak current is
of the order of 10 kA with emittance comparable to the best state of
the art RF facilities11. Bunches with energy up to 150 MeV have been
observed on separate shots (see below).
Two-dimensional simulations using the particle in cell (PIC)
code VORPAL26 with parameters close to the experiment indicate
that the high-quality electron bunches observed may be formed by a
combination of pulse evolution, beam loading, and dephasing. As
the drive laser pulse propagates through the plasma it self modulates, driving an intense plasma wake that traps electrons. The initial
bunch of trapped electrons induces a secondary wake which interferes with the primary wake, reducing its amplitude27. If the drive
laser pulse energy is just above the threshold for trapping, this beam
loading effect suppresses further injection, creating an electron
bunch isolated in phase space. The trapped electrons are then
accelerated until they outrun (dephase from) the wake, at which
point they are concentrated in phase and energy, forming a highquality bunch with low energy spread (Fig. 4). Matching accelerator
length and dephasing length to obtain high-quality bunches with
the parameters (jet length and Z R) of this experiment required
maintaining the intensity of the laser over many Z R using a guiding

Figure 3 Single-shot electron beam spectrum and divergence of the channel-guided
accelerator, showing a bunch containing 2 £ 109 electrons in a narrow distribution at
86 ^ 1.8 MeV and 3 mrad divergence FWHM with contrast .10:1 above background.
This distribution is qualitatively different from the exponential distribution obtained in past
(unchannelled) laser acceleration experiments. The magnetic spectrometer consists of a
slit 82 cm from the gas jet, a bend of 558 in a dipole magnet to provide dispersion, and a
phosphor screen (LANEX Fast backed by an aluminium foil to reject laser light) imaged by
a CCD camera. Single-shot energy range is ^15% about a central value selectable from 1
to 80 MeV, and resolution is dE/E ¼ ^2%. The vertical beam size is obtained in the
undispersed direction, allowing the simultaneous determination of (vertical) divergence
and energy. Since electron beams observed on the phosphor before the magnet were
typically round in shape, this vertical divergence measurement is representative.

channel. This dephasing condition can alternatively be met by a
short plasma at high density (see below) or by using a larger laser
spot size to extend Z R, but these alternatives are less efficient since
high density lowers peak energy while large spot size requires many
times greater laser power. Fluid28 and other PIC29 simulations have
also observed that longer acceleration length results in narrow
energy spread. Only one accelerating period of the plasma wave
contributes to the high-energy beam due to beam loading in these
simulations, so that the bunch length is less than a plasma period; for
the experimental parameters the bunch length is near 10 fs FWHM.
The quality of optical guiding as well as the pointing, quality and
charge of the electron beams at high energy fluctuated from shot to
shot, probably caused by laser pointing jitter that changes the
overlap between the wake drive pulse and the channel formation
pulses (and hence guide quality and incoupling) as well as laser
power fluctuations. Beams with 3 £ 109 electrons have been
observed at similar energies (78 ^ 3 MeV FWHM), and electrons
were observed up to the limit of our 558 high-resolution spectrometer (92 MeV). Using a separate phosphor screen placed after
the magnet at a 58 angle to the beam, we observed bunches at
energies up to 150 MeV, but this diagnostic does not allow the fine
resolution required to resolve energy spread. Structure in the energy
spectrum has been seen for electrons with energy as low as 15 MeV.
Below 15 MeV there is an essentially continuous distribution, and
total beam charge was 1.7 £ 1010 electrons as measured by the ICT,
subtending f/8. Using a bend magnet, the low-energy contribution
can be separated, leaving a high-energy, high-quality beam with a
few times 109 electrons. Consistent control of guiding and electron
injection16,17 in order to stabilize these beams are among the next
challenges for laser accelerators.
To provide a baseline for evaluating the effects of guiding, the
accelerator was operated with the same gas jet and laser but without
the guiding channel. As seen in Fig. 2c and d, the laser pulse
diffracted strongly, limiting the acceleration length. The electron
beam had a total charge of 1.5 £ 1010 electrons, as measured by the
ICT, with divergence near 50 mrad FWHM. The electron energy
spectrum is described by a two-temperature Boltzmann distribution characterized by a 2.6 MeV temperature below 10 MeV and
an 8 MeV temperature above 10 MeV. Structure in the energy
spectrum did occur occasionally in the tail of the distribution
above 15 MeV containing ,2% of the charge, consistent with a
beam accelerated over a short distance and with previous exper-

Figure 4 Particle in cell simulations, here displaying the phase space of the electrons,
show an energy distribution similar to that in the experiments. A high-quality electron
bunch is formed when the acceleration length is matched to the dephasing length, and
when the laser strength is such that beam loading is sufficiently strong to turn off injection
after the initial bunch of electrons is loaded. The peak energy observed in the simulations
is 200 MeV, close to the experimental result.

iments1,2,9. No electrons were observed above 40 MeV on the
spectrometer phosphor screen (detection threshold 107 electrons).
Plasma density was independently optimized for the unchannelled
accelerator, and highest charge and electron energies were obtained
at 4 £ 1019 cm23. The high density allowed acceleration before the
laser diffracted since self modulation and dephasing both occur
more quickly at high density, but this also reduced the peak energy
compared to the channelled case. Operating the unchannelled
accelerator at the density used for the channelled accelerator
(2 £ 1019 cm23) produced low-charge low-energy beams, since
the intensity of the drive beam was not maintained for sufficient
distance to allow acceleration at this density without channelling.
Using a 600-mm-long plasma at 4 £ 1019 cm23, which is close to the
dephasing length observed in PIC simulations at this density, the
unchannelled accelerator produced the same peak energy as in the
2 mm plasma, but with more structure in the spectrum. These
results confirm that matching accelerator length to dephasing
length is critical for structuring the spectrum, and that extending
the length (for instance, using a channel at lower density) results in
higher energies.
To differentiate the effects of channelling from pre-ionization, the
igniter pulse was fired 80 ps before the drive pulse. The plasma does
not expand significantly over 80 ps, so there was no shock wave and
the transverse density profile was flat and had no guiding properties.
We observed no difference between the drive pulse only and preionized cases, indicating that channelling and not pre-ionization was
responsible for differences in the electron beams described above.
The beams from channel-guided accelerators such as those
described here, with a few times 109 electrons in per cent level
energy spread and mrad divergence, as well as intrinsic synchronization to the laser beam, open up a new class of experiments with
laser accelerators. The channelling technology offers the ability to
control the laser beam propagation much as a copper structure
provides guiding and field shaping to RF accelerators. The investment of power in channel formation is less than 5% of the drive
pulse power (20% of the energy), yet the spectral density of these
beams near 80 MeV is at least a factor of 200 above previous
unchannelled experiments using several times the laser power,
and peak energy observed is comparable2. The narrow energy spread
of the channel-produced beams is consistent with simulations,
which also indicate that the bunch length is near 10 fs. The
channel-guided laser accelerator technique will hence allow efficient
generation of femtosecond X-rays10, coherent THz and infrared
radiation13,30, and is an essential step towards the development of
compact multistage electron accelerators with ultrafast bunches and
with focusability and luminosity competitive with state of the art RF
accelerators.
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